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Abstract
Non-rigid image registration techniques are commonly used to estimate com-
plex tissue deformations in medical imaging. A range of non-rigid registration
algorithms have been proposed, but they typically have high computational
complexity. To reduce this complexity, combinations of multiple less complex
deformations have been proposed such as hierarchical techniques which suc-
cessively split the non-rigid registration problem into multiple locally rigid
or affine components. However, to date the splitting has been regular and
the underlying image content has not been considered in the splitting pro-
cess. This can lead to errors and artefacts in the resulting motion fields. In
this paper, we propose three novel adaptive splitting techniques, an image-
based, a similarity-based, and a motion-based technique within a hierarchical
framework which attempt to process regions of similar motion and/or image
structure in single registration components. We evaluate our technique on
free-breathing whole-chest 3D MRI data from 10 volunteers and two publicly
available CT datasets. We demonstrate a reduction in registration error of
up to 49.1% over a non-adaptive technique and compare our results with a
commonly used free-form registration algorithm.
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1. Introduction
Respiratory motion estimation is essential for a variety of applications
in medical imaging such as lung ventilation imaging (Guerrero et al., 2006),
functional lung imaging (Reinhardt et al., 2007) or estimating the biome-
chanical properties of the lung (Sundarama and Gee, 2005). In addition,
motion estimation is an important prerequisite for motion modelling ap-
proaches which have been proposed for a range of applications. For example,
McClelland et al. (2006) modelled lung motion for radiotherapy treatment
planning, Manke et al. (2003) applied motion correction techniques for car-
diac magnetic resonance angiography, and King et al. (2009) applied a mo-
tion model derived from magnetic resonance images (MRI) for image-guided
cardiac catheterizations.
Tissue motion caused by respiration is usually non-rigid, especially when
considering whole-thorax deformation rather than single organ motion. Var-
ious non-rigid image-based registration techniques have been proposed and
they have been widely applied to estimate tissue deformations. Elastic
matching approaches model tissue motion as a deformation of an elastic
material (Gee and Bajcsy, 1999) and can be described by the Navier linear
partial differential equation (PDE) (Rohr, 2000). Similarly, fluid registrations
model deformation as a viscous fluid, and can be described by the Navier-
Stokes equation (Crum et al., 2005). Optical flow methods describe motion
by assuming a constant brightness constraint of moving voxels (Horn and
Schunk, 1981). Another common approach is to estimate the deformation at
a set of control points followed by spline-based interpolations of a deformation
field in between these points. Thin-plate splines (TPS) (Bookstein, 1989),
for instance, model the deformation field as a thin metal plate which is an-
chored to the set of control points and bends in between. TPS, however, are
computatinally expensive since each control point contributes to the global
interpolation result. In comparison, B-Splines are locally controlled and con-
sequently computationally less expensive and have been widely used, for ex-
ample in the free-form deformation (FFD) algorithm described by Rueckert
et al. (1999) for estimating breast deformation, or in the inverse consistent
approach of Cao et al. (2009).
These techniques have proven to be successful in capturing tissue deforma-
tions but at a high computational cost. Different approaches that attempt to
reduce execution times have been proposed, such as efficient linear program-
ming (Glocker et al., 2008) or GPU-based implementations (Modat et al.,
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2009). However, with potential increases in image resolution in the future,
there will always be a need for algorithms that can accurately capture non-
rigid motion with a lower computational complexity, as opposed to a faster
implementation. One approach for reducing computational complexity is
to decompose the non-rigid registration problem into multiple locally rigid
or affine registration problems which subsequently are combined to form an
overall non-rigid deformation. Related literature in this field includes Little
et al. (1996), who first suggested the incorporation of rigid body motion in a
smooth deformation field. Zhuang et al. (2008) proposed locally affine regis-
trations of individual heart chambers in an atlas-based segmentation frame-
work. Similarly, Commowick et al. (2008) applied locally affine registrations
on pre-defined segmented brain regions. These techniques, however, are not
always feasible since some degree of prior image segmentation is required.
A more generic polyrigid or polyaffine approach was proposed by Arsigny
et al. (2005, 2009). This approach does not require pre-defined segmentations
but is based on a distribution of anchor points, each associated with a rigid
or affine registration. Martin-Fernandez et al. (2009) extended this work
by incorporating rigid body structures into the framework. The registration
accuracy of such techniques, however, depends on the choice of location for
the anchor points.
A different approach, based on a hierarchical registration scheme, was
proposed by Likar and Pernus (1999, 2001) to register skeletal muscle fibres.
The image being registered was successively split into rectangular blocks,
each associated with an affine registration. The initial implementation in 2D
was extended to 3D and further improved by Andronache et al. (2005, 2008).
Both approaches used (a) regular splitting leading to sub-blocks of identical
size in the registration hierarchy and (b) TPS interpolation to determine a
smooth deformation in between registered blocks.
In this paper we describe a hierarchical local affine registration scheme
similar to Likar and Pernus (1999, 2001); Andronache et al. (2005, 2008). Our
main contribution is to propose novel adaptive splitting techniques which at-
tempt to divide the image being registered into regions of similar motion
and/or image structure. The aims of the adaptive splitting are that (a) re-
gions with similar deformations are processed in single rather than multiple
registration blocks and (b) large deformations can be more accurately cap-
tured in the registration hierarchy. In addition, we reduce the computational
cost of our algorithm by incorporating a multilevel B-Spline interpolation
scheme rather than using TPS interpolation. We apply our approach to tho-
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Figure 1: Hierarchical local affine registration for 3 registration levels using regular split-
ting to illustrate the hierarchical principle. Starting with an affine registration in B0,0
equal to the initial region of interest Ω, a hierarchical splitting scheme is applied. At each
subsequent level, L, the registration result is refined by splitting each parent block BL,b
into sub-blocks called children, in which local registrations are performed. The registration
result of each level is formed by interpolating between the registrations for the sub-blocks.
racic respiratory motion estimation from free-breathing 3D MRI data and
also on two publicly available CT datasets. We compare our results to a
commonly used FFD algorithm based on B-Splines (Rueckert et al., 1999).
We have previously presented preliminary results of our work in Buerger
et al. (2010). Here, we present refinements to the adaptive splitting and
interpolation schemes together with more thorough validation.
2. Method
2.1. Overview
We register a floating image IF with a reference image IR. The hierar-
chical nature of the local affine registration is illustrated in Fig. 1, which
uses regular non-adaptive splitting to illustrate the general principle of the
hierarchy. We define a number of levels within the hierarchy that determine
when the registrations of local blocks will occur. Starting at level L = 0,
within the region of interest Ω, we perform an initial affine registration A to
capture global deformations. The resulting deformation u0(~s) for each site
~s ∈ Ω is determined by the transformation parameters of this affine registra-
tion. The overall output transformation is then given by T0,out(~s) = ~s+u0(~s).
Subsequently, Ω is split into 8 sub-blocks of equal size leading to the next
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hierarchical level, L = 1. In each sub-block B1,b, a local affine registration is
performed using the transformation of the previous level T0,out(~s) as a start-
ing estimate. The resulting transformation T1(~s) at level L = 1 is formed
by interpolating between the local affine transformations. T1(~s) is combined
with the previous transformation T0,out(~s) to form the overall output trans-
formation T1,out(~s) which is used as the starting estimate for all local affine
registrations performed at the next finer level, L = 2. This process is re-
peated until the stopping conditions are met.
The following sections describe the stages involved in our hierarchical lo-
cal affine registration scheme in detail. These are illustrated in Fig. 2 in
which each box is labelled with the section number that describes it. Section
2.2 describes the adaptive splitting procedure. We describe the subsequent
local affine registrations in Section 2.3. In Section 2.4 we describe the use
of a multilevel B-Spline interpolation scheme to combine the affine trans-
formations to produce a smooth output transformation after each level in
the hierarchy. In Section 2.5 we outline our approach for avoiding folding
artefacts in the motion fields. The deformations of all hierarchical levels are
combined in Section 2.6. We describe the stopping conditions that terminate
the registration process in Section 2.7.
2.2. Adaptive splitting techniques
In the previous work of Likar and Pernus (1999, 2001) and Andronache
et al. (2005, 2008), each block (parent) was split into sub-blocks (children)
of equal size, i.e. a block’s centre point was used as its splitting point ( ~SP ).
With this regular splitting strategy, however, the underlying image content is
not considered, and the split may cause regions with similar underlying mo-
tion to be divided into different blocks which can cause registration artefacts
at the boundaries between the blocks. Our technique attempts to avoid such
artefacts by choosing splitting points based on the content of the images be-
ing registered. This adaptive strategy, however, might introduce registration
blocks with large or low aspect ratios. Consequently, before splitting a block
into its sub-blocks, we check the block’s aspect ratio. We try to maintain
approximately square shaped blocks by avoiding any splitting along an axis
where the aspect ratio is greater than a threshold α or lower than 1/α. A
threshold of α = 16 : 9 was empirically determined.
We propose and compare three novel splitting techniques to determine
the ~SP of each block. All three approaches define a cost term based on
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Figure 2: Flow chart of our registration hierarchy. Global deformation in the region
of interest Ω is modelled by an initial affine registration A at level L = 0. Residual
local deformations are estimated by adaptively splitting Ω into sub-blocks leading to the
next registration level L = 1. After local affine registrations in blocks B1 = {B1,b}, we
apply a multilevel B-Spline approach to produce an overall smooth deformation field, T1.
Subsequently, we detect and correct for folding artefacts and combine the deformations
of all hierarchical levels. This splitting/registration process is repeated until the stopping
conditions are met.
the content of the images, then sum this cost term in a region of interest
determined by the splitting point. The position of the splitting point is
optimized to minimize the summed cost term. Fig. 3 illustrates this process
using a simulated cost image represented by three Gaussian distributions at
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Figure 3: Adaptive splitting technique demonstrated on a simulated 2D cost term image.
(a) The cost term image contains three Gaussian distributions of varying locations and
standard deviations. Within a region Θ( ~SP ) (bounded by the dotted lines) around the
splitting borders located around the block’s centre, the cost C is computed as the sum of
the underlying cost image. (b) Image showing cost C when using each pixel in the image
as splitting point. (c) A steepest gradient descent optimizer iteratively finds the optimal
splitting point limited by the search range Θr by minimizing C. (d) The final splitting
point ~SP represents the point at which the cost term within Θ( ~SP ) is minimized.
different locations and with different standard deviations. The cost term is
computed over a dilated region Θ( ~SP ) around the splitting borders (three
in 3D, two in 2D) initially passing through the block’s centre (Fig. 3.a). We
compute the cost term within Θ( ~SP ) and optimize the position of ~SP to
minimize the summed cost term using a steepest gradient descent optimizer.
The optimization scheme is limited to the search range Θr (Fig. 3.c) to
avoid the creation of children with a very high or low aspect ratio. Without
limiting the optimization to Θr, the splitting point might even be placed on
one of the block’s corner points possibly leading to indefinite registrations
in that block since a child block could be identical to its parent block. Our
experiments revealed that a Θr of 80% of the block size is an appropriate
trade-off between registration accuracy and execution time.
In the following, we describe our three cost terms to determine ~SP based
on this optimization scheme.
Our first cost term works in image space and considers the image con-
tent of the current transformation of the floating image, TL,out(IF ), and the
reference image, IR. This approach is motivated by avoiding splits through
regions with rich structural information since image regions that are rich in
structural information dominate the registration result rather than homoge-
neous image regions. The structural information in an image is estimated by
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the sum of the magnitudes of the image gradients of TL,out(IF ) and IR:
CL,I(~s) =
∑
~s∈Θ( ~SP )
(||∇IR(~s)||2 + ||∇[TL,out(IF )](~s)||2) , (1)
where the image gradients ∇TL,out(IF ) and ∇IR are computed by convolving
TL,out(IF ) and IR with a pair of Sobel operators.
The second cost term to determine the ~SP uses information in similarity
space. Here, we try to avoid splitting through regions with large remaining
residual deformation, i.e. regions of low similarity. Consequently, a residual
deformation tends to be located and processed within a single registration
block rather being processed by multiple blocks. We estimate residual de-
formation by considering the negated similarity between TL,out(IF ) and IR:
CL,S(~s) = −Sim (IR(~s), TL,out(IF )(~s)) , ~s ∈ Θ( ~SP ). (2)
For example, using the negated sum of squared differences (SSD) as similarity
measure leads to a cost term equal to the positive SSD within Θ( ~SP ).
Our last cost term focuses on motion space. Here, we consider the de-
formation estimated from the previous level L − 1 and assume that the
remaining residual deformation will be large in regions with already large
deformations. Therefore, we consider the deformation vector uL−1(~s) =
(uL−1,x, uL−1,y, uL−1,z)T estimated from the previous level and compute the
squared sum of its x/y/z components
CL,M(~s) =
∑
~s∈Θ( ~SP )
(
u2L−1,x(~s) + u
2
L−1,y(~s) + u
2
L−1,z(~s)
)
. (3)
2.3. Local affine registrations at level L
Once the splitting point has been determined, we perform local affine
registrations within the resulting sub-blocks that do not meet the stopping
conditions (described in Section 2.7). Similar to Rueckert et al. (1999), we
include a multiresolution approach to speed up the overall registration pro-
cess. We use the downsampled image data (low image resolution) at low
registration levels (large blocks) and the original image data (high image
resolution) at high registration levels (small blocks). Note that the choice
of image resolution depends on a given registration level and not on a given
block size directly. Further details will be provided in Section 3.2.
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Figure 4: Adaptive splitting/registration scheme illustrated in 2D for one of the three
proposed splitting techniques. After registration of the initial block 0 at level L = 0 (a),
we apply any of our three adaptive splitting techniques (Section 2.2) to determine its
children which form the sequence of blocks B1 = {01, 02, 03, 04} at level L = 1 (b). If a
block in B1,b ∈ B1 meets a stopping condition (Section 2.7), it is appended to the final list
F1 (such as block 01), and no further registration and splitting is performed in B1,b. All
remaining blocks in B1 are divided into a registration list R1 = {03, 04}, and a waiting
list Q1 = {02}, based on their sizes. All blocks in R1 are registered (c) and split further
(d). The new children of level L = 2 are combined with the blocks in the waiting list
Q1 to form B2 = {02, 031, 032, 033, 034, 041, 042, 043, 044}. This combined list of blocks
is then divided into a new registration list R2 = {02, 034, 041, 043} and a new waiting list
Q2 = {031, 032, 033, 042, 044}, according to their sizes (e), and the process is repeated.
Fig. 4 illustrates the registration process. At any level, the new child
blocks may vary in size because of the adaptive splitting technique. Since
the deformations of large blocks might strongly influence the deformations
of smaller neighbouring blocks when the overall motion field is interpolated,
we try to ensure that only blocks of similar size are registered at each level.
Large blocks are processed before small blocks which means that some smaller
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blocks may wait until higher levels before being registered. Using this scheme,
we ensure that larger blocks are registered at coarser levels in the hierarchy
where they are more capable of capturing large deformations.
At each level L, the current list of potential blocks to be registered BL is
divided into three new block lists: QL is a waiting list of blocks still to be
registered; FL is the list of final registered blocks in which no further splitting
will be performed; and RL is the list of blocks which will be registered at level
L and subsequently be subdivided into further child blocks. Every time new
child blocks are created by a splitting, each child is tested to see if it meets
the stopping conditions. Those that do meet these conditions are added
to the final list FL and are not processed further. The remaining blocks
are either registered at the current level, i.e. added to RL, or added to the
waiting list QL. This choice is made based on the size of each block (its mean
edge length). If all blocks are greater than half of the maximum block size,
0.5Max(BL), all blocks in BL are registered. In other words, if all blocks are
of a similar size, all are registered. If one or more blocks in BL is smaller than
0.5Max(BL), then BL is divided into a registration list RL and a waiting list
QL. RL contains blocks with block size greater than 0.5Max(BL), and all
remaining blocks are assigned to QL and wait to be processed at higher levels.
For example, Fig. 4.(b), shows the blocks B1 = {01, 02, 03, 04} at level L = 1
which are the child blocks of block 0 (Fig. 4.(a)). Note here that block 01
has met a stopping condition and is appended to the final list F1 = {01}.
Since 03 and 04 are significantly larger than 02, B1 is divided into Q1 = {02}
and R1 = {03, 04}, and only the blocks in R1 are registered (Fig. 4.(c)).
Next, the blocks in R1 are split further and combined with Q1 to form a new
block list B2 = {02, 031, 032, 033, 034, 041, 042, 043, 044} at level L = 2 (Fig.
4.(d)). We check the size of all blocks in B2 and create the registration list
R2 = {02, 034, 041, 043} from all large blocks in B2, and all smaller blocks
form the waiting list Q2 = {031, 032, 033, 042, 044} (Fig. 4.(e)).
During the hierchical registration process, each block RL,r of the floating
image IF is registered to the complete underlying reference image IR. At this
stage, similar to Likar and Pernus (2001), we limit the moving range of each
block in order to avoid large local distortions. During registration of a single
block, we check if any the block’s corner points move outside of a dilation
area D corresponding to the block’s size. If this is the case, the registration
result is limited to this range (Fig. 5).
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Figure 5: During registration the moving range of each block RL,r is limited to a dilated
region D corresponding to the block’s size (a). We check if the 8 corner points of the block
(here illustrated for the 4 corner points in a 2D example) move outside of this range (b).
If this is the case (c) we limit the registration result to this range.
2.4. Multilevel B-Spline interpolation
Because of the independent local affine registrations of all rectangular
blocks RL at level L distributed over Ω, a subsequent interpolation scheme
is required to ensure an overall smooth deformation TL. In the original work
of Likar and Pernus (1999, 2001) as well as in the extension of Andronache
et al. (2005, 2008), the deformation vectors of the blocks’ centres were used as
anchor points followed by a TPS interpolation to derive an overall smooth de-
formation field. Although alternative approaches have been proposed which
are equally suitable to combine multiple affine components, e.g. the log-
euclidean polyaffine framework of Arsigny et al. (2005, 2009), we decided to
use the original approach and propose the following modifications.
First, to ensure that rotational, scale and shear transformations of blocks
are preserved in the displacements of control points, we define multiple anchor
points Ψ for all blocks in BL (Fig. 6.a). The anchor points of a single
block BL,b are the eight corner points (3D) located at a distance of 25% of
the block size away from the block’s borders. For the anchor points of the
registered blocks in RL, we assign the block’s deformation vector to each
point ψ(~s) ∈ RL,r based on the corresponding local affine transformation for
RL,r. Anchor points located inside of blocks in the waiting list QL or in the
final list FL are assigned with zero displacements.
Second, to avoid the computational complexity of TPS interpolation, we
use a multilevel B-Spline approach to compute the smooth output transfor-
mation TL as a free-form deformation (FFD) at level L based on all blocks
11
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Figure 6: Illustration of the use of multilevel B-Spline interpolation to form a regular grid
of control points. (a) Final block FL = FL,0 in which the splitting/registration process
was stopped at a previous level (Section 2.7), blocks RL and QL, and the anchor points
Ψ = {ψ(~s)}. There is a single large registration block RL = RL,0 and 2 smaller blocks
in the waiting list QL = {QL,0, QL,1}. The displacements of the anchor points of RL,0
are assigned using the local affine registration within RL,0 and the anchor points of QL
and FL are assigned with zero displacement. (b) Starting at a control point spacing
(CPS) c0 corresponding to the mean largest edge length of the registration blocks RL the
deformation vectors at the uniform grid Φ0 are computed. (c) The deformation that has
not been captured by (b) is captured by the next level with CPS c1 = c0/2. This process
is repeated until the CPS cL at the hierarchical registration level L equal to the mean
minimum edge length of RL is reached.
BL. In our tests multilevel B-Splines resulted in a similar interpolation per-
formance to TPS, but at a much lower computational cost because of the local
properties of B-Splines. However, whereas the TPS interpolation schemes of
Likar and Pernus (1999, 2001) and Andronache et al. (2005, 2008) did not
require control points to be on a regular grid, our B-Spline interpolation does
require such a regular grid. Because of the irregular nature of the splitting
in our adaptive scheme, we will not necessarily have a regular grid of control
points, which presents a difficulty. We overcome this difficulty by making
use of the scattered data interpolation technique using multilevel B-Splines
(MBS) as proposed by Lee et al. (1997). At each hierarchical registration
level L, we start with a large regular control point spacing c0 (Fig. 6.b)
and stop the MBS interpolation when a minimum control point spacing cL
is reached (Fig. 6.c). The choice of cL is challenging since cL (a) has to be
small enough so that smaller blocks contribute to the deformation as well as
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larger blocks and (b) has to be large enough so that large deformations are
not constrained by our folding detection (Section 2.5). Based on our exper-
iments values for c0 equal to the mean of the maximum edge length of any
block in RL and c
L equal to the mean of the minimum edge length in RL
were chosen.
The final result of this process is a set of displacement vectors defined on a
regular grid of control points ΦL. A subsequent B-Spline interpolation allows
the determination of a single deformation vector u(~s) for each site ~s ∈ Ω.
The FFD at the current hierarchical registration level L is then defined by
TL(~s) = ~s+ uL(~s). (4)
2.5. Folding detection and correction
Many applications require deformation fields to be smooth and invertible,
i.e. to be diffeomorphic, e.g. deformation-based morphometry or statistical
shape modelling (Rueckert et al. (2006)). Smoothness for each level L is
ensured by the MBS interpolation as described in the previous section. In-
vertibility, however, is not necessarily ensured, and folding artefacts within
the FFD TL might still be present.
Rueckert et al. (2006) compared two different techniques to avoid folding
within a FFD algorithm based on B-Splines. The first method introduced a
regularization during the FFD by looking at the determinant of the Jacobian
matrix. However, such a regularization is not applicable for our local affine
registration scheme since our algorithm is not based on the deformation of
control points but on the independent registrations of rectangular blocks.
Therefore we cannot employ a regularizer during registration but have to
correct for folding artefacts after MBS interpolation. The second method
was based on the work of Choi and Lee (2000). They reported that, for each
control point of the FFD, folding artefacts were avoided when the x/y/z
components of the deformation vector were limited to 40% of the control
point spacing (CPS). Rueckert et al. (2006) showed that large deformations
can accurately be modeled when using the constraint of Choi and Lee within a
CPS hierarchy followed by composing the FFDs as proposed by Hagenlocker
and Fujimura (1998).
Therefore, within our hierarchical registration scheme, we employ the
work of Choi and Lee to ensure that the resulting overall deformation TL at
level L is diffeomorphic. After the uniform grid ΦL with CPS cL is created by
the MBS algorithm, we consider the x/y/z motion components of uL(φi,j,k)
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at each control point φi,j,k ∈ ΦL and limit uL(φi,j,k) to 40% of cL. If a x/y/z
component of uL(φi,j,k) moves outside of this range, a scaling factor λL,d is
applied to scale down that motion component:
λL,d =
{
1, if ||uL,d|| ≤ 0.4cL, and
0.4cL
||uL,d|| , if ||uL,d|| > 0.4cL,
(5)
with d = x, y, z. The corrected motion vector at grid point φi,j,k is then given
by (λL,xuL,x, λL,yuL,y, λL,zuL,z)
T .
2.6. Motion field combination
After ensuring a diffeomorphic transformation TL at level L, we combine
the transformations of all levels up to level L to create an overall output
deformation field TL,out. We combine our FFDs as follows:
TL,out(~s) = TL ◦ TL−1 ◦ ... ◦ T1 ◦ A(~s), (6)
where A is the initial affine registration at level L = 0 and TL is the FFD of
level L.
Since the concatenation of diffeomorphic deformations is a diffeomor-
phism again, we can compute the overall Jacobian JL,out of TL,out by:
JL,out(~s) = JL · JL−1 · ... · J1 · J0(~s), (7)
where JL with L > 0 is the Jacobian of the FFD TL at level L and J0 is
the Jacobian of A. We ensured in Section 2.5, that the Jacobian of each
transformation TL is greater than 0, i.e. TL is diffeomorphic. According to
(7), the overall Jacobian JL,out of our final deformation field is greater than 0,
too. Hence, the overall deformation field TL,out is invertible, and the inverted
field T−1L,out can be determined as the inverse concatenation of the inverted
level transformations.
2.7. Block conditions
Similar to the starting control point spacing in the hierarchical B-Spline
approach of Rueckert et al. (1999), we introduce a starting condition. A
block BL,b in BL is only registered if its size (mean edge length) is smaller
than the user-defined maximum block size S0. If BL,b is greater than S0, BL,b
is split further without being registered. This parameter is analogous to the
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maximum control point spacing parameter commonly employed in many free
form deformation algorithms.
We also introduce two stopping conditions during the hierarchical regis-
tration process: a local stopping condition which locally avoids unnecessary
registrations and a global stopping condition which is independent from local
image properties and terminates the overall registration process.
The local stopping condition checks the residual deformation in a block
based on the similarity measure. If the similarity is sufficiently high, the
hierarchical splitting in that block is stopped. Similar to Likar and Pernus
(2001), we compute the normalized similarity between the reference image
IR and the transformed floating image TL,out(IF ) for each block BL,b ∈ BL:
SimL,b = Sim (IR(~s), TL,out(IF )(~s)) , ~s ∈ BL,b. (8)
If SimL,b is greater than a threshold which is chosen according to the ini-
tial global similarity between IR and IF , the hierarchical splitting process is
terminated and no further children of BL,b are created:
SimL,b > λt · Sim0,0, (9)
where Sim0,0 is the initial similarity in Ω and λt is the threshold. The precise
value of λt will depend on the similarity measure used, and details will be
provided in Section 3.2.
The global stopping condition determines the overall registration precision.
The user can specify a minimum allowed block size S1. When the size of block
BL,b is smaller than S1, we do not register BL,b, exclude the block from the
block list BL, and place it in the final list FL. This parameter is analogous
to the minimum control point spacing in freeform deformation algorithms.
The overall hierarchical registration process is finished when no blocks are
left to be registered.
3. Experiments and Results
Our main validation was performed on dynamic 3D MRI data (Section
3.1.1). These experiments compared the different splitting techniques and
are described in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.3.1. To allow for more extensive com-
parison with other algorithms, we performed extra validation on the publicly
available POPI CT dataset (Section 3.1.2) and we participated in the EM-
PIRE10 registration challenge also based on CT data (Section 3.1.3). We
describe these experiments and their motivation in Sections 3.2.2/3.3.2 and
Sections 3.2.3/3.3.3.
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3.1. Materials
3.1.1. MRI data
10 volunteers were scanned on a 1.5T Philips Achieva MRI scanner using
a 32 channel coil. An ECG triggered dynamic 3D acquisition, with SENSE-
factor of 2 in Anterior-Posterior (AP) and SENSE-factor of 4 in Right-Left
(RL) direction was applied. With TR/TE = 3.3ms/0.9ms and a flip angle
of 10◦ we acquired whole-thorax volume with a field of view (FOV) of 500×
450×245mmm3. With an acquired image resolution of 1.5×4.1×5mm3 (Feet-
Head (FH), RL, AP) and a reconstructed image resolution of 1.5×1.5×5mm3
we acquired 35 three-dimensional image frames at a time resolution of 0.7s
per frame. All volunteers were instructed to breathe deeply during imaging
to maximize the magnitude of the motion caused by respiration.
For each volunteer, 10 dynamic images distributed over a range of res-
piratory positions were selected and sorted from end-exhale to end-inhale
according to the FH translation of the right hemi-diaphragm (Fig. 7, top
row). This allowed us to compare registration results for small (dynamic 1)
and large deformations (dynamic 10).
In order to ensure a relatively high temporal resolution of 0.7s per image
frame, we needed to select a relatively low spatial resolution. This leads to
noise and Gibbs ringing artefacts due to small readout matrices in the RL and
AP directions (see acquired image resolution). Therefore, as a preprocessing
step we performed a smoothing operation to minimize these artefacts. We
want to smooth homogeneous image regions with no structural information
but avoid any smoothing between different tissue types, i.e. to preserve edges.
To this end, anisotropic diffusion filtering as proposed by Perona and Malik
(1990) was applied. This filter performs an iterative smoothing operation on
an image I at each voxel ~s = (x, y, z), using a smoothing weight determined
by a conduction coefficient function c(~s) which depends on the underlying
image gradient ∇I(~s). Filtering examples are shown in Fig. 7, middle row.
3.1.2. POPI CT data
We applied extra registrations using the publicly available point-validated
pixel-based breathing model (POPI-model, Vandemeulebroucke et al. (2007))
which contains 10 thoracic CT images from a single individual covering the
respiratory cycle, from end-exhale to end-inhale. This dataset also provides
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 7: Acquired dynamic 3D MRI data from volunteer 1 in coronal view at four different
respiratory phases, from end-exhale (a) to end-inhale (d). Top row: Original acquired data.
Middle row: Image data after anisotropic diffusion filtering. Bottom Row: An automated
histogram-based threshold technique was applied to segment the lungs.
400 landmarks (40 in each phase) which have been identified by medical
experts in order to assess motion field accuracies.
3.1.3. EMPIRE10
We also participated in the registration challenge “Evaluation of methods
for pulmonary image registration” (EMPIRE101) (Murphy et al. (2010)),
allowing a comparison of our approach with more than 20 competing groups
working in the field of medical image registration. Participants apply their
1http://empire10.isi.uu.nl/
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approaches to 30 lung-CT image pairs, and the estimated motion fields are
evaluated using the same criteria to allow adequate performance comparisons.
3.2. Experiments
3.2.1. MRI data
We applied our hierarchical registration algorithm to register each selected
dynamic MRI image with a floating image at the end-exhale position by ap-
plying 4 different splitting techniques (Section 2.2): regular non-adaptive
splitting (NA), adaptive splitting based on image gradients (GRAD), adap-
tive splitting based on the similarity measure (SIM), and adaptive splitting
based on previously estimated motion fields (MOT). This led to 400 regis-
trations over all volunteers. We used a steepest gradient descent optimizer
for the local affine registrations and the negated sum of squared differences
(SSD) as a similarity measure (both for each individual affine registration and
for SIM as the adaptive splitting technique). Since we tested our technique
on intra-modal registration using free-breathing MRI data, a mono-modal
similarity measure was appropriate. We used an empirically chosen similar-
ity threshold of λt = 0.05 as the local stopping condition and applied the
registrations within a rectangular region of interest Ω of 450×420×225mm3
which was manually selected around the chest of each volunteer to exclude
the background. With respect to the reconstructed image resolution of our
acquired data (1.5 × 1.5 × 5mm3), we downsampled the image data using
5× 5× 1 and 3× 3× 1 Gaussian kernels leading to 3 image resolution levels.
With a typical number of 20 registration levels for the adaptive techniques,
we used the lowest resolution data for the registration levels 0-6 (resolution
level 2), the medium resolution data for level 7-13 (resolution level 1), and
the original image data from level 14 onwards (resolution level 0). With a
typical number of 5 registration levels for the regular splitting technique, we
used the lowest resolution data for level 0, the medium resolution data for
level 1, and the original data from level 2 onwards.
To evaluate registration accuracy, we performed a comparison with the
commonly used free-form deformation (FFD) algorithm based on B-Splines
as proposed by Rueckert et al. (1999). We applied the FFD algorithm for all
volunteers. Large deformations as well as small deformations were captured
by using a composition of FFDs, i.e. the control point spacing was varied
in a coarse to fine manner. For our technique, we specified a maximum
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 8: (a) Deformed lung TL,out(IF,Lung) of the lung segmentation IF,Lung of the
floating image. (b) Lung segmentation IR,Lung of the reference image. (c) As a measure of
registration accuracy we compute the shortest distance from each surface point of IR,Lung
to the surface of TL,out(IF,Lung).
block size S0 equal to the size of the whole FOV as the starting condition.
For an adequate comparison between our technique and FFD we empirically
specified a minimum block size S1 = 10mm as the global stopping condition
for our approach and a minimum control point spacing of 10mm for the
FFD algorithm. We evaluated registration accuracies using the following
two methods.
Method 1 compares the overall amount of misalignment between the trans-
formed floating image TL,out(IF ) and the reference image IR. We concentrated
on the deformation of the lungs and considered a manually selected rectan-
gular block around the lungs of the end-inhale image (dynamic 10). As a
measure of registration accuracy, we computed the SSD between TL,out(IF )
and IR within this region of interest.
Method 2 computes the surface distances between the lung segmentation
of IR and the warped lung segmentation of IF (Fig. 8). First, we automati-
cally segmented the lungs in all dynamic images. This was done by modelling
and interpolating the 3D histogram of each image with a mixture of Gaussian
distributions using the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm (Demp-
ster et al., 1977). Lung tissue and background were then separated from
the remaining thoracic tissue using a threshold corresponding to the first
minimum in the interpolated histogram. A subsequent region growing tech-
nique was applied to exclude the background, and a morphological operation
(opening/closing) to close small holes in the segmentation result. Segmenta-
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tion examples are overlaid onto the images of Fig. 7, bottom row. Next, we
applied the hierarchical registration result to warp the lung segmentation of
the floating image IF,Lung. Finally, we extracted the surface vertices of the
lung segmentations using isosurface in MATLAB and computed the short-
est distances between each surface point of IR,Lung and the lung surface of
TL,out(IF,Lung). As a measure of registration accuracy, we computed the root
mean squared error (RMSE) over all these surface distances.
3.2.2. POPI CT data
We registered the reference end-inhale phase with the remaining 9 phases
of the POPI model. We used normalized cross correlation (NCC) as similarity
measure and an empirically chosen similarity threshold of λt = 0.99. We used
the complete field of view as starting block size S0 and a minimum block size
of S1 = 5mm. With a typical number of registration levels of 15 for the
adaptive techniques, we downsampled the images by a 6 × 6 × 3 kernel for
levels 0 to 3, by a 4× 4× 2 kernel for levels 4 to 7 and by a 2× 2× 1 kernel
for levels 8 to 11. From level 12 on, the original image resolution was used.
When using NA as splitting technique we observed a typical number of 5
registration levels and downsampled the images by a 6×6×3 kernel for level
0, by a 4× 4× 2 kernel for levels 1 to 2 and by a 2× 2× 1 kernel for levels
3 to 4. From level 5 on, the original image resolution was used.
We assessed motion field accuracy by computing the distances between
the transformed landmarks of the reference frame and the landmarks of the
other phases (target registration errors, TRE).
3.2.3. EMPIRE10
We registered all 30 image pairs provided in the challenge. Since this
dataset requires to estimate small as well as large deformations, we used
the complete field of view as starting block size S0 and chose the minimum
block size to be S1 = 5mm. We used NCC as similarity measure and an
empirically chosen similarity threshold of λt = 0.98. With a typical number
of 17 registration levels over all 30 registration pairs, we downsampled the
images by a factor 8 for levels 0 to 4, by factor 4 kernel for levels 5 to 9 and
by factor 2 for levels 10 to 15. From level 16 on, the original image resolution
was used.
Motion field accuracy was assessed by lung boundary and fissure align-
ment, by computing the TRE based on manually selected landmarks, and
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by performing a singularity check in all deformation fields.
3.3. Results
3.3.1. MRI data
Fig. 9 illustrates the determination of the optimal splitting points for our
different splitting techniques. In this 2D registration example we used a float-
ing image IF produced from Fig. 7.a and a reference image IR produced from
Fig. 7.d. The registration blocks R2 at registration level L = 2 (top row)
and the blocks R5 at level L = 5 (bottom row) are overlaid onto the images
that were used to estimate the optimal splitting points. For non-adaptive
splitting (Fig. 9.a), no image information is used to determine the splitting
points and each block is successively split into sub-blocks of equal size. Our
three adaptive techniques consider the cost functions as described in Section
2.2 to adaptively determine the optimal splitting points. As can be seen in
Fig. 9.b, GRAD considers the sum of gradient images of IR and the trans-
form of IF and intends to avoid splitting through regions with large amounts
of structural information (indicated with arrow). When using SIM (Fig. 9.c)
and the negative SSD as similarity measure, the squared difference (SD) im-
age between IR and the transform of IF is considered and the splitting point
is optimized by avoiding splitting through regions with low similarity (here
regions with large values in the SD image), e.g. the residual deformation of
both the left and the right hemi-diaphragms. This allows us to process single
large deformations in single registration blocks. Our last adaptive technique,
MOT (Fig. 9.d), uses the squared sum of motion components and tends to
keep large registration blocks around regions with previously estimated large
deformations. Note that we used the same stopping conditions for all the
splitting techniques shown in Fig. 9.
Fig. 10 shows the first 11 registration levels for a 2D registration example
produced from the images from Fig. 7.a and Fig. 7.d (volunteer 1) using SIM
as the splitting technique. SIM focuses on regions with remaining residual
deformations. As can be observed at levels 8 and 9, the overall registration
is refined by locating registration blocks around the remaining deformation,
e.g. of the diaphragm. The final motion field is overlaid onto the warped
floating image.
Fig. 11 illustrates Method 1 and Method 2 for a 3D registration example
for volunteer 2. This example registered the end-inhale reference image IR
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Figure 9: Comparison of the regular splitting techique and the three proposed splitting
techniques in the hierarchical registration framework, here in 2D. The blocks shown are
the registration blocks at level L = 2 (top) and at level L = 5 (bottom). (a) Non-
adaptive splitting (NA). The underlying image content is not considered, and each block
is split into its child components of equal size. (b) Adaptive splitting based on image
gradients (GRAD). GRAD attempts to avoid splittings through regions showing high
image gradients. The underlying image shows the sum of image gradients. (c) Adaptive
splitting based on the underlying image similarity (SIM). SIM attempts to avoid splitting
though regions of low image similarity. We used the negative SSD as similarity measure and
the underlying image shows the negative squared difference image. (d) Adaptive splitting
based on motion fields (MOT). MOT attempts to avoid splitting through regions showing
previously estimated large deformations. The underlying image shows the absolute motion
estimated at the previous level L − 1 = 1 (top) and L − 1 = 4 (bottom). Note that the
stopping conditions (Section 2.7) are the same for all splitting techniques (a) - (d). While
the missing blocks in (a) are excluded because they met the local stopping condition,
the missing blocks in (b) - (d) are excluded because they either met the local stopping
condition, or they were too small and are waiting in the waiting list QL to be processed
at higher registration levels.
(dynamic 10, Fig. 11.a) with the end-exhale floating image IF using our
approach with the proposed regular and adaptive splitting techniques (Fig.
11.b - e) and using the FFD algorithm (Fig. 11.f). In Fig. 11, top row,
the final transformations TL,out(IF ) are shown. Based on the squared dif-
ference images (Fig. 11, middle row), Method 1 computes the SSD between
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Figure 10: 2D registration example between the floating image IF from Fig. 7.a and the
reference image IR from Fig. 7.d (volunteer 1) using a minimum block size of 10mm and
an adaptive splitting technique based on the similarity measure (SIM). The registration
hierarchy is shown for registration levels L = 0 to L = 10. As indicated in the images
of level 8 and 9, this splitting technique aligns registration blocks around regions with
remaining deformation, e.g. the residual deformation of the diaphragm indicated with
arrows. The final motion field is shown and overlaid onto the warped exhale image. Note
that motion fields appearing outside of the body are a result of motion field interpolation
due to a lack of structural information.
IR and TL,out(IF ). In Fig. 11, bottom row, each surface point of the lung
segmentation of IR is colour encoded according to the shortest distance to
the warped surface of the corresponding lung segmentation of IF . These
surface distances are used to compute RMSE according to Method 2. When
using regular splitting (NA), maximum distances greater than 40mm can be
observed around the diaphragm. Clear overall improvement is produced by
all adaptive techniques, GRAD, SIM and MOT, which achieved comparable
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
Figure 11: 3D registration example for volunteer 2. Top row: Coronal view of a warped
floating image TL,out(IF ) at end-exhale position after alignment with a reference image
IR at end-inhale position shown in (a). We compared registration accuracies between (b)
non-adaptive splitting (NA), (c) gradient-based splitting (GRAD), (d) similarity-based
splitting (SIM), (e) motion-based splitting (MOT), and (f) the free-form deformation
(FFD) algorithm as proposed by Rueckert et al. (1999). Middle row: Method 1, coronal
view of the squared difference images between TL,out(IR) and IF within a manually selected
region of interest around the lungs. Bottom row: Method 2, each point of the lung surface
of IR is colour encoded using the shortest distance to the lung surface of TL,out(IF ). As
can be observed in errors around the diaphragm, NA performs least well. Registration
accuracy was clearly improved by all adaptive techniques (GRAD, SIM and MOT) with
comparable results to FFD.
results to the FFD algorithm.
Fig. 12 shows the results of Method 1 and Method 2 for the same volunteer
2 but now for all 10 dynamics, from small deformations (dynamic 1) to large
deformations (dynamic 10). In addition, we investigated local variations in
registration accuracy by dividing the manually selected region of interest
around the end-inhale lungs into 3 segments. The corresponding values for
SSD (Method 1) and RMSE (Method 2) were separately computed for the
top, middle, and bottom lung regions. For small deformations, i.e. dynamics
1 - 6 and the top and middle lung regions, the performances of our different
splitting techniques were quite similar and comparable to the registration
results of the FFD algorithm. However, a clear difference in registration
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Figure 12: Method 1 and Method 2 for volunteer 2 within a manually selected region of
interest around the lungs. We distinguish between small and large deformations (1) by
sorting all dynamics from end-exhale (dynamic 1) to end-inhale (dynamic 10) and (2)
by considering 3 different lung segments (top, middle and bottom). Here, we show the
results for the bottom region of the lung where the largest deformations are expected.
Top: Method 1, SSD between the reference image IR and the warped floating image,
TL,out(IF ). Bottom: Method 2, RMSE between the lung surface of IR and the lung
surface of TL,out(IF ).
accuracy can be observed when considering large deformations, i.e. dynamics
7 - 10 and the bottom region of the lung (Fig. 12). While the FFD algorithm
shows the most stable and overall most accurate results (SSD = 4.8× 105±
1.3× 105, RMSE = 2.9± 0.4mm), a clear decrease in registration accuracy
can be observed for NA (SSD = 14.8 × 105 ± 9.7 × 105, RMSE = 8.0 ±
5.1mm). In comparison, all adaptive splitting techniques, GRAD (SSD =
8.6×105±3.0×105, RMSE = 2.9±0.4mm), SIM (SSD = 8.6×105±2.7×105,
RMSE = 3.0± 0.3mm) and MOT (SSD = 8.9× 105± 2.8× 105, RMSE =
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Figure 13: Results for all volunteers. (a) Method 1, SSD between the reference image
IR and the warped floating image, TL,out(IF ). (b) Method 2, RMSE between the lung
surface of IR and the lung surface of TL,out(IF ). As can be observed especially for large
deformations, our adaptive techniques clearly improved the registration accuracy over
non-adaptive/regular splitting. (c) Computational times.
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Figure 14: Results for all volunteers. (a) and (b) show again the results of Method 1
and Method 2, now with a minimum block size of 5mm. All splitting techniques were
improved, and we achieved even better results for SIM and MOT compared to FFD. (c)
Computational times.
3.2 ± 0.4mm) were more capable of capturing large deformations, resulting
in more stable registration results. Note here that the results for dynamic 10
correspond to the example illustrated in Fig. 11.
The overall registration performance of our hierarchical approach and
of the FFD algorithm for all 10 volunteers (10 registrations each) is shown
in Fig. 13.a,b. Although our approach incorporates a multilevel B-Spline
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
Figure 15: 2D MRI registration example between an exhale phase and the inhale-phase
shown in (a). (b-f) Warped exhale images to align with (a). While the regular splitting
technique (NA) performs worse (b), all three adaptive techniques, GRAD (c), SIM (d)
and MOT (e), improve the registration result. SIM shows best performance and compares
well to FFD (f).
interpolation rather than TPS, an alternative stopping condition in the split-
ting process and multiple control points within each block, our non-adaptive
technique can be viewed as a modified version of the algorithm described by
Andronache et al. (2008), which represents the current state of the art in
hierarchical locally affine image registrations. Considering the largest defor-
mations, i.e. the lower third of the lung, we observed registration accuracies
of SSD = 10.0 × 105 ± 8.1 × 105 and RMSE = 8.3 ± 5.6mm for NA. Our
adaptive techniques (GRAD, SIM, MOT) achieved improvements of 39.6%
(GRAD), 38.5% (SIM), and 34.5% (MOT) over the non-adaptive approach
using Method 1, and 47.9% (GRAD), 49.1% (SIM), and 49.8% (MOT) using
Method 2.
We also tested the effect of a further decrease in minimum block size
from 10mm to 5mm for our technique, while the mininum CPS remained
unchanged (10mm) for FFD. While the computational times were still clearly
lower than FFD, we achieved additional improvement in registration accuracy
for all splitting techniques (Fig. 14), and SIM and MOT showed even better
performance than FFD for Method 2.
Our results indicate that the accuracies achieved by our adaptive ap-
proaches, GRAD, SIM and MOT, are comparable with the “gold standard”
of the FFD approach. However, small local differences in registration perfor-
mance cannot be distinguished by our global measures, Method 1 and Method
2. Fig. 15 illustrates some local differences and shows that all adaptive tech-
niques perform better than NA, with SIM performing the best. We further
evaluate local performances in the next section.
The computational complexity of our algorithm is significantly lower since
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we decompose the non-rigid registration problem into locally independent
affine components. In comparison to Andronache et al. (2005, 2008), we
additionally reduced complexity by (a) applying a multilevel B-Spline inter-
polation rather than TPS and (b) including a multi resolution approach as
incorporated in Rueckert et al. (1999). We ran all registrations on a work-
station with 2 Six-Core processors, Intel Xeon X5670, 2.93GHz, and 96GB
Memory. The mean computational time for each registration (3D dynamic
to 3D dynamic) was 64.9 ± 2.2min when applying a CPU implementation
of the FFD algorithm (Fig. 13.c). In comparison our CPU implementa-
tion of the hierarchical local affine approach achieved computational times of
5.1±1.7min (NA), 6.7±1.8min (GRAD), 4.8±1.2min (SIM) and 5.2±2.1min
(MOT). This represents speedup factors of 12.7 (NA), 9.7 (GRAD), 13.5
(SIM) and 12.6 (MOT).
3.3.2. POPI CT data
Considering all 9 registrations of the POPI model, we computed the TRE
over all landmarks and achieved a TRE (mean ± standard deviation) of
1.2 ± 0.9mm for NA, 2.0 ± 1.8mm for GRAD, 1.2 ± 1.0mm for SIM, and
1.2±0.9mm for MOT. For comparison, the FFD approach has been reported
to achieve a TRE of 1.0± 0.5mm. Note here that NA performs well because
the overall motion to be captured is quite small (3.3±2mm as mean original
landmark distances). However, as shown in Section 3.3.1, NA fails when
large deformations have to be captured. We ran all registrations on the same
machine as in Section 3.3.1 and achieved mean execution times of 6.8min
for NA, 9.0min for GRAD, 5.27min for SIM and 12.5min for MOT. These
results, combined with the MRI results from Section 3.3.1, suggest that SIM
is the best adaptive splitting technique in our hierarchical framework
3.3.3. EMPIRE10
Since Section 3.3.1 and Section 3.3.2 indicate that SIM is the adaptive
splitting technique that produces the fastest and most accurate registration
results, we applied our registration algorithm using SIM to all 30 registra-
tion pairs. Over all registrations, we achieved an error of lung boundary and
fissure alignment of 0.01% and 1.27%, respectively, a TRE of 1.91mm, and
all our motion fields avoided singularities (0.00% error). We ran all registra-
tion on the same machine as used for the results being reported in Section
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3.3.1, and our CPU-based implementation achieved a mean execution time
of 13.2min.
4. Discussion
In this paper, we presented a fast and robust non-rigid registration algo-
rithm based on a composition of hierarchical local affine registrations. The
original work of Likar and Pernus (1999, 2001) and Andronache et al. (2005,
2008) was improved in three main ways. First, we introduced adaptive split-
ting techniques which consider the underlying image content and attempt
to process regions of similar motion and/or image structure in single regis-
tration components. Second, we introduced a waiting-registration scheme.
While all blocks of a single registration level have the same size in NA, our
adaptive techniques introduce blocks of varying size. Since large blocks are
registered before small blocks, the average block size per registration level
decreases slower over the increasing registration levels, so that the block size
at a single registration level is significantly larger (Fig. 9.b-d) compared to
NA (Fig. 9.a). As a result, the search range of each registration block is
increased and large deformations at high registration levels can better be
captured. Third, we reduced computational cost by using a locally-based
B-Spline interpolation scheme.
Although the overall results of GRAD, SIM and MOT show similar perfor-
mance when we applied the different splitting techniques to the POPI-model,
differences in execution times were observed. In addition, visual inspection
revealed some local anatomically unrealistic motion field distortions using
GRAD and MOT in the MRI dataset (Fig. 15). More realistic and stable re-
sults were observed with SIM. Therefore, the similarity-based splitting tech-
nique seems to be the best splitting technique in our hierarchical framework.
For SIM, the combination of adaptive splitting and the waiting-registration
scheme led to improvements in registration accuracy of up to 38.5%/49.1%
(Method 1/Method 2), compared to regular non-adaptive splitting.
We also compared our technique to a commonly used free-form deforma-
tion algorithm (Rueckert et al., 1999). While this FFD algorithm showed a
registration accuracy of RMSE = 3.6mm for the largest deformations, our
hierarchical adaptive approach showed slightly less accurate results (RMSE =
4.2mm). However, we demonstrated a significant speedup factor of up to 13.5
in execution time. Furthermore, by reducing the minimum block size in our
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hierarchical technique we achieved similar results to FFD and still achieved
a speedup factor of 3.9.
In addition, we participated in the EMPIRE10 registration challenge (us-
ing SIM as the splitting technique). Compared to other participating groups
in the challenge, the main advantages of our approach are: (i) with an av-
erage execution time of 13.2min our method was one of the fastest CPU
implementations reported; (ii) since we use the complete field of view as a
starting block size, our method is robust against large deformations allowing
us to accurately align the lung and fissure boundaries (0.01%/1.27% error)
without having to choose registration parameters to optimize performance;
and (iii) the generated motion fields are singularity-free (0.00% error). A
possible weakness of our approach is an accurate alignment of fine image
structures at high registration levels which led to a TRE of 1.9mm. Some
competing groups achieved TRE values of less than 1mm. The constraints
of affine registrations, even when applied in very small blocks, appear to
limit our technique’s ability to capture deformations with very high (i.e.
sub-millimetre) accuracy. In addition, the robustness of these small-block
registrations may be limited by the small number of contributing voxels in
such blocks. In future work, we will address this issue, e.g. by considering
overlapping blocks at high registration levels, or an alternative approach to
describe the level deformations.
We currently use the sum of squared differences and normalized cross
correlation as similarity measures. However, the general framework we have
described allows other, more sophisticated, similarity measures to be incor-
porated easily. It should be noted, though, that some similarity measures,
such as mutual information (MI), can be difficult to estimate in small image
regions such as our registration blocks. Different techniques have been pro-
posed to deal with this. In Likar and Pernus (2001) a combined global/local
MI was used by including a prior joint probability, and in Andronache et al.
(2008) “pseudo-modal” cross-correlation was used as a replacement measure
when block size became too small. We plan to build on these ideas to develop
our algorithm into a more general approach that can be used for inter-modal
registration problems.
In future work we also plan to investigate how our algorithm can be
extended to incorporate temporal constraints on the registration results of
dynamic images acquired sequentially. This could include, for example, a
“trajectory” constraint between images on the registration results of sub-
blocks, similar to that recently proposed in Castillo et al. (2010), or an
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analysis of the degree of periodicity of the motion of different sub-blocks.
The ultimate aim would be to register all dynamic images simultaneously
rather than sequentially, to ensure smooth variation in motion between im-
ages. We also intend to apply these approaches to allow discontinuous tissue
deformations, such as the sliding motion of the lung-chest interface, e.g. by
adaptively employing smaller control point spacings in such regions to model
“quasi”-discontinuous deformations.
Our algorithm is capable of estimating whole-thorax deformations from
free-breathing 3D MRI. Since the computational complexity is significantly
reduced compared to common non-rigid registration algorithms, our ap-
proach shows potential for practical applications such as our intended appli-
cation of motion compensated PET reconstruction within hybrid PET-MRI
imaging.
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